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ABSTRACTS: Airborne acquisition of the same part of terrain was done from different heights 
(500 and 900 meters), by digital matrix camera which collects data about landscape in four 
wavelengths: three visible channels (V: 0.4-0.5 µm, 0.5-0.6 µm, 0.6-0.7µm) and one near infrared 
channel (NIR: 0.7-0.9 µm). The set of images of the same terrain which are chosen consists of 
two RGB images (they are made of: green (G), red (R) and infrared (IR) = color infrared (CIR)) 
collected from: 500 m (higher space resolution) and 900 m (lower space resolution). With data 
fusion (used methods are: proncipal components, IHS and method of relative contribution) two 
products were made: RGB image with higher space resolution inside of the mentioned set of 
images (higher space resolution (from image collected from 500 m) was implemented in the 
image collected from 900 m) and RGB image with lower space resolution inside of the set of 
images (lower space resolution (from image collected from 900 m) was implemented in image 
collected from 500 m). This action produced two pairs of  comparable images: the first one – the 
product of data fusion with higher spatial resolution and original image with higher spatial 
resolution (image collected from 500 m); and the second product of data fusion with lower spatial 
resolution and original image with lower resolution (image collected from 900 m). Namely, the 
main problem in the analysis of the quality of fused product is how to get reference image. In the 
majority cases that image needs to be produced, which means that both images are produced 
(result of fusion and reference image). On the contrary, in this work we provide the analysis of 
the qualitiy of fused products (on pixel level) on the existing original image basis. Those images 
are images collected from 500 and 900 m. Changes of images in both directions were monitored, 
regarding the improving and degradation of spatial resolution. The analysis of qualitiy of fused 
products was done through statistical parameters (mean, standard deviation, variance, corelation, 
scatter plot), contrast of images. At the end the existing proposition for protocol for assessment of 
the quality of fused product basis (Thomas& Wald, 2004) is discussed. 
 
  
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In this paper the fusion on pixel level, for two different types of the terrain, is described. The first 
type of the terrain is rocky ground (Vrankovici region – Figure 1-a) and spare vegetation, and the 
second area is covered with varied vegetation (Milekovici region – Figure 1-b). For both 
mentioned types there are two sets of digital airborne images acquired with digital matrix camera 
DuncanTech MS3100 from relative heights of 500 and 900 m. MS3100 is digital matrix camera 
which collects data about landscapes in four wavelengths: three visible channels (V: 0.4-0.5 µm 
(blue - B), 0.5-0.6 µm (green - G), 0.6-0.7µm (red - R)) and one near infrared channel (NIR: 0.7-
0.9 µm (infrared - IR)) (together denote with VNIR) (DuncanTech). In this article two sets of 
RGB images (which consist of G, R and IR channels = CIR) for every type of terrain are used, 
one from each height. RGB images collected from 900 m were geometrically resampled onto 
RGB image from 500 m. 
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Figure 1. Types of the terrain: a) rocky ground and spare vegetation (Vrankovici region), b) 
landscape with varied vegetation (Milekovici region). 

 
 
2. CONCEPT OF FUSION 
 
Sets of images for fusion consist of: mentioned RGB images collected from 500 m with higher 
spatial resolution (Vrankovici (Vh) and Milekovici region (Mh)) and 900 m with lower spatial 
resolution (Vl and Ml), and their intensities (from: Vh (Vi500), Vl (Vi900),  Mh (Mi500) and Ml (Mi900)) 
produced by IHS transformation, for both regions. Fusion of images was done following the same 
concept in both cases - fusion original channels of RGB image colected from one height with 
intensity of original RGB image from the other height.  
     For this purposes, two methods of image fusion are used: IHS and relative contribution. 
     Spatial resolution of RGB image colected from 500 m (their intensity), was used for 
improving of spatial resolution of RGB image from 900 m (Vh

* and Mh
*). This product of fusion 

has better spatial resolution then original RGB image from 900 m height.   
     By analogy with improvement of spatial resolution of RGB image collected from 900 m also 
degradation of RGB image from 500 m height with lower spational resolution of RGB image 
from 900 m height (their intensity) was done (Vl

* and Ml
*). This product of fusion has lower 

spatial resolution than original RGB image from 500 m height. 
     The main problem in image fusion is in the lack of reference images for approprriate analysis 
of fused products (Thomas& Wald, 2004). In this case, when there are two sets of images for the 
same terrain acquired from different heights, it's posible to make a comparison between original 
image (which become a referent image) and the products of image fusion. On this relationship we 
can build our assumption for behavior of fusion product in cases when we don't have reference 
image. Reference images for improving spatial resolution of Vl and Ml are Vh and Mh. On the 
other hand reference images for degrading spatial resolution of Vh and Mh are Vl and Ml. The 
relationship between spatial resolution of Vh (≈ 0.12 m) and Vl (≈ 0.21 m) is approximately 1:2. 
 
 
3. DESCRIPTION OF FUSED PRODUCTS BY IHS METHOD 
 
3.1. Vrankovici region 
 
Vh-IHS

* and every its channel derived by IHS method visulaly look very similar to reference Vh 
(Figure 2-b). This statement also confirms histograms of them (Figure 2-e). Vh and every original 
channels of Vh, except IRh, that looks sharper than Vh-IHS

* and their channels. Vl-IHS
* has 

analogous behavior (Figure 3-b). 



3.2. Milekovici region 
 
Mh-IHS

* and every its channel derived by IHS method also visulaly look very similar to reference 
Mh. Histograms of Mh and Mh-IHS

* confirms this statement. Mh-IHS
* and every channels of Mh-IHS

*, 
except Rh-IHS

* that looks sharper than Mh and ther channels. Ml-IHS
* have analogous behavior. 

 
 
4. DESCRIPTION OF FUSED PRODUCTS BY METHOD OF RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION 
 
Method of relative contribution was done by terms (acorrding to B. Prinz et al, 1997): 
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4.1. Description of fused products by relative contribution method 
 
4.1.1. Vrankovici region 
 
Vh-RC

*  visualy do not look like reference Vh. Colours are different on Vh-RC
*  then on Vh, and each 

produced channel is very different from Vh channels, but Vh-RC
* look sharper and with more 

contrast than Vh (Figure 2-c). Differences of every statistical parameters of Vh-RC
*, except 

correlation coefficient, in comparison with Vh and Vh-IHS
* are very significant (Table 1). Vl-RC

* has 
analogous behavior (Figure 3-c). 
 
4.1.2. Milekovici region   
 
Mh-RC

*  visualy also do not look like reference Mh, but they look sharper and with more contrast 
than original images, just like Ml-RC

*. Differences of every statistical parameter of Mh-RC
*, except 

correlation coefficient, in comparison with Mh and Mh-IHS
* are very significant (Table 2). 

 
 
5. CLASSIFICATION 
 
Supervised clssification on 6 sets of images, for each region, was done for the purposes of 
analysing fused products of mentioned methods. The sets for clssification of the Vrankovici 
region are: Vh, Vh-IHS

*, Vh-RC
*, Vl, Vl-IHS

*, Vl-RC
*; and for Milekovici region are: Mh, Mh-IHS

*, Mh-

RC
*, Ml, Ml-IHS

*, Ml-RC
*. Parameters of clssification (overall classification accuracy and kappa 

coefficient) of  Vh, Vl, Mh and Ml took as reference values and compared with others. 
 
 
6. COMPARISON OF THE METHODS 
 
Displayed images, histograms (Figure 2 and 3), statistical parameters (Table 1 and 2), intensity 
profiles of images (Figure 4 and 5) and scater plots (Figure 6) show that fusion products by IHS 
method are very similar to original images in every cases. On the contrary, that is not the case 
with fusion products of relative contribution method. These products are very different from 
originals images. But this differencies have for result more contrast images (Figure 2-c and 3-c, 
Table 1 and 2) and the increase of image intensity related to original images (Figure 4 and 5), till 
correlation coefficient with original image is very high and similar with fused products of IHS 
method. Further more, overall classification accuracy and kappa coefficient after classification 



with this products are bigger than with original (reference) images and very similar (equal) with 
products of IHS method. All above-stated is valid for both procedures, impovement and 
degradation of spatial resolution. Differenies of statistical parameters between Vl (Ml) and Vl

* 
(Ml

*) are bigger, till diferencies of overall clasification accuracy and kappa coefficient are smaller 
or do not exist. 
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Figure 2. a) Vh, b) Vh-IHS
*, c) Vh-RC

*, histograms of: d) Vh, e) Vh-IHS
*, f) Vh-RC
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Figure 3. a) Vl, b) Vl-IHS
*, c) Vl-RC

*, histograms of: d) Vl, e) Vl-IHS
*, f) Vl-RC
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Figure 4. Comparison of profiles of intensity. a) position of profiles, b) profiles on Vh, Vh-IHS
*, Vh-

RC
*. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of profiles of intensity. a) position of profiles, b) profiles on Vl, Vl-IHS
*, Vl-

RC
*, 

 

 
Table 1. Differences of some statistical parameters between referent images and fused products 

for Vrankovici region. 
 



 
Table 2. Differences of some statistical parameters between referent images and fused products 

for Milekovici region. 
 

 
a) green (Vh - Vh-IHS

*) 
 

b) red (Vh - Vh-IHS
*) 

 
c) infrared (Vh - Vh-IHS

*) 

 
d) green (Vl – Vl-IHS

*) 
 

e) red (Vl – Vl-IHS
*) 

 
f) infrared (Vl – Vl-IHS

*) 
Figure 6. Correlation between: Vh and Vh-IHS

* (a, b, c), Vl – Vl-IHS
* (d, e, f). On x axis is original 

images and on y axis are fused products. 
 

Vrankovici (test class performance)  
improved resolution degraded resolution 

Originals  & 
products of fusion 

Overall 
classification 
accuracy (%) 

Kappa 
coefficient 

Overall 
classification 
accuracy (%) 

Kappa 
coefficient 

Vh, Vl 92,3 0,90 92,8 0,91 
Vh-IHS

*, Vl-IHS
* 94,3 0,93 92,7 0,91 

Vh-RC
*, Vl-RC

* 94,5 0,93 92,7 0,91 
Table 3. Classification analysis of Vrankovici region 



Milekovici (test class performance)  
improved resolution degraded resolution 

Originals  & 
products of fusion 

Overall 
classification 
accuracy (%) 

Kappa 
coefficient 

Overall 
classification 
accuracy (%) 

Kappa 
coefficient 

Mh, Ml 85,0 0,82 78,5 0,73 
Mh-IHS

*, Ml-IHS
* 88,7 0,86 79,2 0,75 

Mh-RC
*, Ml-RC

* 88,7 0,86 79,5 0,75 
Table 4. Classification analysis of Milekovici region 

 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
Regarding all above mentioned one can conclude that for given sets of images IHS methods 
produce image which are very similar to original images and increase overall accuracy and kappa 
coefficient of clssification. Fused products of relative contribution method look significantly 
different from original images, but improve the look of images. Further more, they give better 
overall classification accuracy and kappa coefficient then original images of the same scene. This 
statements are valid in the changes of images in both direction that were monitored, the 
improving and degradation of spatial resolution, but they can be notice better in the action of 
improving of spatial resolution. Nowadays there is a proposal for a protocol for assessment of the 
quality of fused products (Thomas& Wald, 2004). According to this protocol Vh-IHS

* (Mh-IHS
*) and 

Vl-IHS
* (Ml-IHS

*) are better quality then Vh-RC
* (Mh-RC

*) and Vl-RC
* (Ml-RC

*). However, the results of 
classification with Vh-RC

* (Mh-RC
*) and Vl-RC

* (Ml-RC
*) are better than with original images, and 

almost identical to results with Vh-IHS
* (Mh-IHS

*) and Vl-IHS
* (Ml-IHS

*). So, the aim and purposes of 
the image fusion define the method of analysis. If the fused products are used for classification, 
the parameters of classification quality (confusion matrix, overall classification accuracy, kappa 
coefficient) need to be compared in mentioned protocol. In this case assessment of quality of 
fused product was done indirectly (by comparing parameters from classification with fused 
product and original images), and reference images may not be necessary.  
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